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Briefly describe your role within the candidate’s side of the campaign:

Serving an advisory role within the candidate’s campaign on plans and projects not generally available to the public.
Participating in strategic or policy-making discussions within the candidate’s campaign, including voter communications. 
Participating in canvassing/phone banking organized by the candidate’s campaign office and recruiting volunteers for
canvassing/phone banking organized by the candidate’s campaign office.

For Board and PACE committee members, that means recusing yourself from sections of your respective UTLA
meetings that include any information concerning the UTLA campaign that is not available to the public.
For UTLA Area Steering Committee members, that means recusing yourself from all steering committee
meetings and duties throughout the primary election.  

UTLA will be running a robust independent campaign for our endorsed candidates for LAUSD School Board. 
State law says that anyone working directly with a candidate’s campaign cannot coordinate with an independent
campaign.

If you are doing any of the following with a candidate, you are considered to be working directly with their
campaign:

Everyone is strongly encouraged to do all campaign work on the UTLA side — but if you are a UTLA Board
member, PACE committee member, or steering committee member currently working directly with the
candidate’s side or think that you might be now or in the future, please fill out the below form and send it to
UTLApoliticalaction@utla.net as soon as possible. 

If you are on the candidate’s side, you MUST recuse yourself from all briefings, discussions, or meetings that
include any information concerning the UTLA campaign that is not available to the public. 

All members of groups referenced above will have to be removed from those respective email lists.

Note: People cannot change sides of the firewall during the campaign.
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